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Articles planned for the March/April 2022 issue:

Childhood Education: Innovations provides
unique, stimulating information about
educational programs around the world.
Articles explore solutions to specific
challenges affecting schools, teachers,
and learners, and showcase the most
recent innovations being developed and
implemented to address those challenges.

Inclusive Education in Times of Crisis
Amal Alliance empowers children through holistic inclusive education and integration programs within four areas of focus:
1) Social-Emotional Learning, 2) Psychosocial Support, 3) Early Childhood Development, and 4) Peacebuilding.
Achieving the Sustainable Development Goals Through the Power of Play
Education for Sharing (E4S) is an international organization on a mission to form better global citizens through an innovative
methodology based on the power of play.
Bringing the Future to School
The Creating Together methodology focuses on giving children a voice and making them the protagonists in the narrative of building
their own knowledge.
Reimagining Classrooms for an Interconnected Post-Pandemic World
Using the Empatico tool, educators pair up with a partner classroom somewhere else in the world to begin their journey as
“Kindness Champions” who made joint commitments to bringing more empathy and kindness to their communities, and to the world.
Bringing Edutainment Into the Classroom
Education technologies (edtech) and digital tools have immense potential to make learning activities more interactive and fun. When learning is fun, students’ engagement, interest, and motivation can only go up.
COVID 19 and the Asynchronous Platform: How Some Countries Have Addressed School Closures
Many developing countries have adopted innovative techniques and strategies to educate their students in the face of this pandemic and this
article describes some of these approaches.
Reinventing the Classroom: Insight Into a Co-Learning Ecosystem
This article calls for a revolution among education institutions to make a shift away from the outdated hierarchical models of “teacher” and
“student” and toward a culture that embraces the notion of a “co-learning ecosystem.”
Creative Learning and Mental Health: Working With Youth in The Clubhouse Network
The Clubhouse Network has provided young people from low-income communities with a safe out-of-school setting in which to explore, experiment, and express themselves through technology.
Teaching Young Second Language Learners Got a Bit More Challenging
Many teachers struggle with questions about how to deliver lessons and engage second language learners online. This article highlights one
teacher’s experiences and offers some advice.
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